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Monthly Digest
Readers of the Bulletin may be a little puzzled about the date when
Operation DEEP FREEZE 64 began. So too are the editors and, from the
pronouncements which they have made, are those engaged in the operation
itself.
To the planner and the fiscal officer, it probably started a year or
so ago, and a large part of their contributions has been made even before
the fiscal year for which the operation is named rolls around. To others,
DEEP FREEZE 64 began when the first cargo left U.S. ports or the first
personnel left for Christchurch, N.Z., both of which events occurred during July 1963. Wintering-over groups may reckon it from the day when the
light returns and the weather ameliorates enough to work outside, when
tractors can begin to clear runways of their burden of snow, aircraft can
be readied for flight and scientists can do some outside investigating.
At any rate, the really active phase, when things go into high gear,
commences when the arrival of the first aircraft restores physical connection with the great world to the north. Traditionally, the winter isolation has been broken by the arrival, aboard the first plane, of Commander,
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, at McMurdo Station, bringing with
him fresh vegetables and mail. This year, however, the precedent will
not hold; for two LC-130F's are expected to reach McMurdo on 30 September,
with 23 persons on board each aircraft, but not the Task Force Commander.
The next morning one of these planes will take off to effect a rendezvous with the forces of the other two LC-13OF's of Air Development
Squadron SIX over the South Pole. These planes will have taken off from
Cape Town, S.A. the previous day and, equipped with internal fuel storage
tanks, will attempt the 4,000-mile nonstop flight to McMurdo. Rear Admiral
James R. Reedy, who has been attending the meeting of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, will be aboard one of these aircraft.
When all are safely at McMurdo, Operation DEEP FREEZE 64 may truly be
said to be underway. The persons aboard these aircraft are the forerunners
of some 160 scientists and 3,000 support personnel who will converge upon
Antarctica during the weeks and months to follow. For all, there is a
busy program ahead. The details may be found in the pages of this Bulletin.
No matter what one wants to accomplish during an austral suer, time
is short. Whether it be clearing channels through ice, unloading ships,
erecting and repairing buildings, investigating the habits of penguins or
the behavior of glaciers, a man must hurry, putting in long, exhausting
hours to complete his task before winter again places its icy grip upon
the continent.
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Station News
SUNRISE
No matter what others may think, those who have wintered-over
above the Antarctic Circle are apt to date a new season from the
return of the sun. Their ordeal is approaching its end, and they
may soon expect to see new faces and, most of all, to return home.
It is no wonder that the event is greeted with appropriate ceremonies including the raising of the flag.
At the time this issue of the Bulletin was prepared, the sun
had risen on four of the five U.S. stations, and the fifth, AmundsenScott South Pole, was experiencing civil twilight, or enough light
for men to move about outdoors without the aid of artificial illumination. Hallett, being the northernmost of the stations, had official
sunrise at 1245 hours on 30 July but clouds and haze obscured the sun
which did not actually become visible until 4 August. Next came Eights
Station where the sun appeared on 12 August, followed by McMurdo on 20
August, and Byrd on 25 August. Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, of
course, would have to wait until 21 September, but already the horizon
was tinged with red.
The return of light also quickened the pace of work. Almost everywhere the accumulated snow had to be dug out. At McMurdo and Hallett,
men began to clear the ice runway in expectation of aircraft operations
to begin about 1 October. At Eights the snow was found to have drifted
level with the rooflines, and even in the open, away from the buildings,
the snow had piled up over 4 feet.
At all stations the flags were raised, even though on the first
day they would remain for only a minute. At McMurdo the station company assembled in a minus 11°F. temperature, with winds of 26 knots
blowing through the camp. In the chill, photographers, who in anticipation of the event had cold-soaked both film and cameras for 2 weeks,
tried in vain to record the ceremony. The penetrating cold had made
the film so brittle that it snapped when the cameras were turned on.
Perhaps it was not too important, for the sky was overcast and even if
the sun had shone, it would not have been seen. Because of the hills
around the station, it would not be visible for another 6 days. By
then, as it turned out, another of those storms so common to McMurdo
at this time of year was rising.
The very knowledge, however, that the sun was there, though
obscured, had its effect, making men walk with a lighter step and
go about their tasks with renewed vigor.

Science
USNS ELTANIN COMPLETES CRUISE 8
The U.S. Antarctic Research Program ship, USNS ELTA.Nfl', completed
her longest cruise of the first year of Antarctic operations on 19 June
1963 when she arrived at Taloahuane, Uruguay. This 80-day cruise began
on 1 April when she departed Montevideo for the South Sandwich Islands.
During the cruise, a systematic investigation of the South Sandwich
Trench was conducted, followed by southward penetration, which was curtailed at 63 0 32' South Latitude by ice pack.
A resume of a few of the scientific findings of the programs aboard
ELTANIN, for this cruise, are presented below:
Stratigraphy and Sedi1nentology of the
Palmer Peninsula and Southern Chile
The many transverse crossings of the South Sandwich Trench and the
Meteor Deep, plus one zigzag longitudinal run, made possible a good magnetic map of this area. The magnetic values increased approaching the
trench walls, reaching a high on the western side near the South Sandwich
Islands. This is probably caused by volcanic ocean bottom in the vicinity
of the Scotia Range according to the University of Wisconsin scientists
conducting this study.
Entomological Research in Antarctic Regions
With Emphasis on Natural Dispersal
Bernice P. Bishop Museum scientists collected 184 insects in 111
samples, 90 per cent of which were trapped within 350 miles of South
America. No insects were trapped near the South Sandwich Islands
during the 8 weeks in that area.
Marine Geological Field Work in Antarctica
Based on the general sediment type, sand was found in the Scotia

Sea and on the inner slope of the South Sandwich Trench. The sediment
in the center of the trench graded from fine sand in the south to silt
and clay in the north. In the northern section, Zavodovaki Island,

clay in the center of the trench overlies sand.

From the general distribution of the sediment types, the Florida
State University scientists conducting this study have concluded that
the inner slope of the trench is under the influence of active sedimen3
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tation. The sediments on the outer slope indicate that the trench acts
as a sediment trap, collecting materials that the currents do not carry
across the trench. The most active sedimentation occurs in the central
and southern sections.
Physical Oceanography Program
Columbia University Lemont Geological Observatory researchers
indicate that there appears to be a definite salinity minimum in
the Antarctic Convergence area, although it does not appear that
this is carried very far below the surface.
Radio Science
Stanford University personnel observed that there was an increase,
over the last cruise, of whistler and other VLF activity. VLF emissions
were heard on 1 day during April, 9 days during May, and as of 14 Jtte,
on 6 days. There was no apparent connection of the VLF enmissions with
whistler activity.
Foreign Exchange Representative
Dr. Nicholas Kudryavtsev of the Arctic and Antarctic Institut n. of
Leningrad was the Russian exchange scientist on this cruise. His program was designed to correlate temperature gradient with wave height.

Publications
REPRINT OF VOLUME III ISSUES OF
BULLETIN OF THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICER
The U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer has recently obtained a very
limited quantity of Bulletin, Volume III, Number 1, September 1961 for
those of our readers who have requested this issue in the past to complete their set of this volume. A copy may be obtained by notifying
this office either in writing or by telephone.
An effort is currently being made to obtain a limited number of
reprints of other issues of Volume III for future distribution. Our
readers are advised that these will be in limited amounts and will be
distributed as requests are received; therefore, requests should be
made promptly.
5

Weather
All that the uninitiated know about Antarctic weather is that it
is cold. Very few persons, except those who have experienced it, are
aware of the great variability of Antarctic temperatures. Reports from
U.S. Antarctic stations for August indicate very clearly the extent of
this changeableness. Byrd, for example, recorded minus 73.4°F. on 2
August and plus 6.70 on 29 August, a spread of 80.10. Eights and Amund.-.
sen-Scott South Pole Stations were not far behind with spreads of 69°
and 66.2 0 , respectively. The high at Eights was plus 3° on 17 August
and the low, minus 66° on 27 August. For Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station the temperature set a record high for the month of minus 26.5°F. on 3
August, but on 30 August a low of minus 92.7° was recorded. McMurdo
Sound experienced fluctuations of about 50°, from a low of 40 0 on 2
August to a high of 5.10 on 29 August. Hallett followed a less erratic
course, with a minus 32 0 on 1 August and a plus 6° on 13 August, a
spread of only 38 0 . On 3 ruly, however, a storm struck Hallett and
within 5 hours the temperature rose 40° and continued to rise, but
less rapidly, until, with the passage of 30 hours, it stood 55 0 above
that at the time the storm began.
Other weather phenomena of some interest occurred during the 2
months of deep winter. A temperature of minus 109.8° on 14 July, at
the South Pole, surpassed any previous low at that station and occurred
in the midst of the windiest month on record for the same location.
Winds averaged 21.7 miles per hour. A brief recollection of the windchill factor will show why some are reluctant to venture outside at
the South Pole. Storms, with heavy winds, characterized the weather
during August at McMurdo Station. On the 10th, east-southeasterly
winds began blowing at 20 to 30 knots, with gusts up to 50 knots,
rapidly increasing to gale force and lasting until midnight on the
12th, averaging 37 knots with a peak gust of 62 knots. This storm
was equalled in fury by one that broke on the 26th and lasted through
the 28th. Although the average wind speed, 32 knots, was a little
less than in the earlier gale, the peak gust of 81 knots exceeded any
previously recorded for the month of August. At the height of the
storm, visibility at McMurdo was reduced to 10 feet, and the storm
dumped 125,000 cubic yards of snow onto the runway at Williams Field,
a discouraging event for those who were attempting to keep the runway
clear for approaching air operations.
Persons who complain about the vagaries of Washington weather may

take comfort in the fact that Antarctica appears also to have an erratic

climate, even though the temperature spectrum is somewhat different.
6

Stateside News
THE UNITED STATES WILL PERFORM INSPECTIONS
IN ANTARCTICA THIS SUMMER
The United States Government announced on 13 September 1963 that it
plans to perform inspections in Antarctica this austral suer under
the terms of Article VII of the Antarctic Treaty. It is the first nattion to announce such plans. The Treaty, signed by the United States
and 11 other nations on 1 December 1959, provides that any of the signatory nations may designate observers for inspection purposes and that
they shall have complete freedom of access at any time to any or all areas
of Antarctica. It further states, "A].l areas of Antarctica, including
all stations, installations and equipment within those areas, and all
ships and aircraft . . . shall be open at all times to inspection . . .
ANTARCTICAN SOCIETY RELEASES 1963-64 PLANS
The Antarotican Society will hold its first meeting of the 1963-64
season on 2 October 1963, at 8:00 p.m. (EDT), in the lecture hall of the
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. The Honorable Paul C.
Daniels, of the Department of State, will speak on the Antarctic Treaty.
The talk by Ambassador Daniels is the first of a series of interesting meetings arranged by the program committee. Early in November,
Lieutenant Ccinander Spaulding, of the U.S. Navy Medical Corps, will
discuss the Navy's psychiatric program. The exact date and place
will be announced at a later date.
On 30 ranuary 1964, the Society will present "New Zealand Night"
in the Wesley Powell Auditorium of the Cosmos Club. The Honorable George
Laking, Ambassador from New Zealand, will present information on New
Zealand Antarctic activities.
The Antarotican Society is initiating a memorial lecture for those
of its members, and others connected with the Antarctic, who have died.
The first Antarotican Society Memorial Lecture will be held on 31 March
1964 and the speaker will be Dr. T.V1.L. Sladon of Tohns Hopkins University, a distinguished biologist and member of the Society.
The officers and directors of the Society have issued an invitation
to persons interested in the Society to contact any of the officers or
members of the Society for further information. (A list of officers
for the current year was presented in the Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 8, p. 32.)
7

FELLOWSHIPS AWARDED TO Z70 CHILEANS
WITH SCIENCE INTEREST IN ANTARCTICA
Two Chilean students with scientific interests related to Antarctic
research have been awarded fellowships to study at United States Universities. The fellowships are part of a new program run jointly by the
National Science Foundation and the Department of State. The Department of State funds the program and the Foundation awards the grants to
the institutions at which the fellowship winners will study.
The two winners are Hans A. Meinardus, currently an instructor at
the School of Engineering, Technical University, Chile, and Hel].inuth A.
Sievers, currently with the Chilean hydrographic office. Meinardus will
study geophysical explorations at the Graduate School, Colorado School
of Mines, Colorado, and Sievers will study oceanography at the University of California's Scripps Institute of Oceanography, California.
The Chilean Fellowship Program was instituted to foster increased
scientific cooperation with Chile in areas related to polar research.
Earlier cooperative efforts include U.S. assistance in establishing a
geomagnetic program at Chile's Presidente Gabriel Gonzales Videla
station on the Palmer Peninsula during the 1960-61 austral summer, and
Chilean logistic support to several U.S. geological and biological parties working in the vicinity of that station. On a recent cruise of
USNS ELTANIN, two Chilean women scientists participated in the research
program.
The Chilean Fellowship Program, as currently conceived, will provide two scholarships during each of the next 2 years, resulting in
awards to 6 Chilean students with polar science interests.

USAPO
MISS TAYLOR JOINS USAPO STAFF
The United States Antarctic Projects Officer is pleased to announce the addition to his staff of Miss Debris Taylor. Miss Taylor,
from Vienna, Virginia, was graduated from Atlantic Business College
in Washington, D.C. Prior to joining the staff of the U.S. Antarctic
Projects Officer, she was employed with the Department of the Army in
the Pentagon.
Miss Taylor has replaced Miss Maureen Murphy who recently trans-

ferred to the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Pentagon.
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INTRODUCTION
As the termination of the 1957-58 International Geophysical Year
approached, many participating nations, after reviewing the progress and
results of their individual scientific programs, decided to reduce but continue their scientific efforts in Antarctica. The United States was one
which came to this decision, The Department of Defense was reaffirmed as
the cognizant government agency to provide support for the United States
Antarctic Research Program. The Department of Defense, in turn, assigned
this as a U.S. Navy mission with Cctnmander, U.S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, as the senior U.S. representative in Antarctica.
Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, Rear Admiral James
R. Reedy, is responsible for supporting the TJiiited States Antarctic Research Program which is under the auspices of the National Science Foundation, He supplies the necessary logistic support to enable the scientific
programs to be carried out. This is accomplished by transporting to Antarctica scientific and support personnel and the necessary supplies to maintain these personnel during the course of the operation.
Operation DEEP FREEZE 64, which officially began on 15 September 1963
and will end on 15 April 1964, will be, like previous operations, a large
program of logistic support squeezed into a short period of time. Moro
than 3,000 men from all branches of the service, 11 ships, and 30 aircraft
will be involved. Their mission in Antarctica will be to improve existing
facilities. The resupply effort will entail delivering approximately 23,000
measurement tons of food and equipment and over 6,000,000 gallons of fuel to
the stations.
There are no plans for overland logistic traverses this year as two
major ones (Eights Coast and Marble Point) were completed last year.
The only traverses that are scheduled are for scientific programs.
This year, unlike previous ones, Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica., will, arrive at McMurdo Station, Antarctica by a route passing
over the South Pole. Having attended a Soientific Committee on Antarctic
Research (SCAR) meeting in Cape Town, South Africa, Rear Admiral Reedy and
members of his staff will fly to McMurdo, arriving in two LC-130F aircraft,
on 1 October, to officially signal the beginning of flights to the continent
for Operation DEEP FREEZE 64.
The plans for this year's support program are presented on the following pages. It should be pointed out, however, that these schedules and
other factors are subject to change, as the hostile Antarctic enviorment
defies precise planning.
10
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Ship Operations
Ship operations will, in general, follow the pattern of previous
DEEP FREEZE operations. In all, 11 ships (one less than last year),
including 2 from New Zealand, will participate. These ships, which
include icebreakers, cargo ships, tankers, and ocean station ships,
will provide logistic support to United States activities in the area,
and conduct special projects on a basis of noninterference with the
primary mission of the task force.
The icebreakers will open channels in the Ross Sea, escort the
cargo ships and tankers to and from their berthing areas, and support
oceanographic, hydrographic, and biological research. The cargo ships
and tankers of the Military Sea Transportation Service and one tanker
from the New Zealand Navy will transport fuel and supplies to support
operations and replenish the stations. One U.S. Navy and one N.Z.
Navy ship will rotate as ocean station vessel to support aircraft
flights between New Zealand and Antarctica.
On the following pages is the tentative schedule of the ship oporations. As was so well illustrated last year, once the ships enter
Antarctic waters their schedules are subject to unpredictable changes
with the vagaries of weather and operations.
11

OCEAN
STATION
SHIPS

USS HISSEM (DER-400) - Lieutenant Commander R. K. Fontaine, USN
HflZS ROTOITI
- Lieutenant Commander D. J. Cheney, RNZN
Two ships will alternately occupy an ocean station at 600 South
Latitude, 1600 East Longitude to support the mission by providing meteorological services, navigational information, and search-and-rescue
assistance for the aircraft flying between New Zealand and Antarctica.
This is a necessary and heavily relied upon service for the long, nonstop flight devoid of alternate landing facilities.
The first ship of Operation DEEP FREEZE 64 to arrive at her destination will be an ocean station ship, TJSS HISSEM. She will depart
Dunedin, New Zealand on 23 September and arrive at ocean station on
27 September. She will remain there until 12 October when she will be
relieved by HMMZS ROTOITI. From 24 October to 11 November, 23 November to 20 December, 30 December to 20 January, and 31 January to 21
February, USS HISSEM will occupy ocean station. HMNZS ROTOITI will
occupy ocean station during the remaining time, including the period
from 21 February to 3 March.

12
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ICEBREAKERS
USCGC EASTWIND (WAGB-279)
USS ATKA (AGB-3)
USS GLACIER (AGB-4)
USS BURTON ISLAND (AGB-1)

-

Captain B. R. Henry, USCG
Commander 3. J. Judith, USN
Commander V. J. Vaughan, USN
Commander G. H. Lewis, USN

The main objective of the icebreakers is to open and maintain a
channel for the cargo ships and tankers. In addition, they will support
hydrographic and biological research again this year by taking hydrographio stations and collecting biological samples during their cruises in
13

the Ross Sea, and they will support the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research (N.z.) Balleny Islands Expedition. These ships also
will provide weather and ice reconnaissance reports as required.
Three of the four icebreakers will proceed to Antarctica from New
Zealand and one will approach from the tip of South America. The three
proceeding from New Zealand (uss ATKA, USS BURTON ISLAND, and USS GLACIER)
will depart on 6, 7, and 8 November, respectively.
USS ATKA will stop at Scott Island on 12 November to install a
portable automatic weather station and then proceed to MoMurdo. All
three icebreakers are scheduled to arrive on 16 November to begin cutting the channel through McMurdo Sound. ATKA will depart McMurdo for
Hallett Station on 10 December and depart from there for New Zealand on
12 December. She will remain in New Zealand until 26 December, then return to McMurdo, arriving on 3 January and staying until 31 January, at
which time she will begin taking oceanographic stations in the Eastern
Ross Sea in support of a U. S. Navy Oceanographic Office program. She
will continue taking oceanographic stations until 5 March (during which
time she will go to Hallett Station for 3 days and also assist in a
small boat sounding survey in Moubray Bay), then return to New Zealand
stopping by Scott Island to recover the automatic weather station thus completing her work for the season.
USS BURTON ISLAND will arrive at McMurdo on 16 November and remain
until 4 January when she will return to New Zealand, arriving on 15
January. On 20 January she will again depart New Zealand for McMurdo,
arriving on 28 January and staying until 1 March, at which time she will
depart for New Zealand having completed her program for the season.
USS GLACIER, while en route from the United States to New Zealand
and Antarctica (3 October to 16 November) will support the U. S. Army
Signal Corps studies of "VLF/LF Monitoring of Radio Signals" and "Propagation Through and Over Thick Ice.' She is scheduled to arrive at
McMurdo on 16 November and stay until 28 January before she departs for
her first return trip to New Zealand, where she will arrive on 4 February and remain until 10 February. At this time she will return to
McMurdo, arriving on 17 February, and stay until 3 March when she will
redeploy to New Zealand after a 1-day stop at Hallett Station.
The remaining icebreaker, USCGC EASTWIND, will depart Boston, Mass.
on 10 December en route to the Palmer Peninsula, where she is expected
to arrive on 10 January and stay until 5 March before returning to the
United States via the same route. While in the area, she will conduct
a scientific-site survey for the location of a biology-geology station
to be constructed during Operation DEEP FREEZE 65. This survey program
was begun by USS STAN ISLAND during DEEP FREEZE 63 and should be completed this season by EASTWIND.
14
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TANKERS
-

USNS CHPAH000HEE
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II
USNS WYANDOT (T-AKA-92)
USNS PVT. T.R. TOWL (T-AK-240)
USNS PVT. J .E. MERRELL (T-AK-275)

-- Master
Gunvald Gunderson
Commander P.R.H. Silk, ENZN

- Master A. Ekblad
- Master A. Saffer
- Master Howard H. Cleaves

Cargo ships and tankers are used to support the United States program in Antarctica in transporting the bulk of necessary personnel, supplies, and material to and from, the stations in the Ross Sea area (McMurdo
and Hallett Stations), In addition, they are used for certain reconnais15

sance assignments, hydrographic and oceanographic studies, searoh-andrescue operations, and many other special projects assigned to Task Force
43. This year they will assist in the Bernice P. Bishop Museum entosnologic.al studies by trapping airborne insects while en route between New Zealand and Antarctica.
Of the five ships which are being used this season, two are tankers
(USNS CHATTAHOOCHB]E and HMMZS ENDEAVOUR II) and three are cargo ships.
The two tankers and two of the cargo ships will proceed directly from
Port Lyttelton, New Zealand to McMurdo Station. The remaining cargo
ship (USNS VIYANDOT) will go to Hallett Station for 3 days before going
to McMurdo.
USNS CHTTAHOOCHEE will be the first of these ships to depart New
Zealand for Antarctica. She will make four round trips to the continent
and will be in McMurdo Sound from 10 to 17 December, 5 to 12 January, 2
to 6 February, and 24 to 28 February. She is scheduled to arrive at
Port Lyttelton on 7 March and depart for the United States 2 days later.
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II, the other tanker,- will depart Port Lyttelton
on 5 December and arrive in McMurdo Sound on 15 December, where she will
stay for a week before proceeding to take oceanographic stations in the
Ross Sea until 28 January, when she will return to Port L yttelton. On
4 February she will depart for her second and final trip of the season
to McMurdo, arriving on 14 February and staying for 1 week, before returning to New Zealand.
USNS PVT. J. R. TOWIE, the first of the cargo ships, will make
one trip from New Zealand to McMurdo. She will depart Port Iyttelton
on 15 December and arrive at McMurdo on 22 December, On 4 January, she
will leave for her return trip, arriving on 12 January. The following
day she will redeploy to the United States,
USNS PVT. J .E. MERFELL will also make one trip to MoMurdo. She
is scheduled to depart Port Lyttelton on 6 January, arrive at McMurdo
on 14 January, and depart on 28 January for her return to Port Lyttelton where she should arrive on 4 February. Two days later she will redeploy to the United States.
USNS WYANDOT, the last of the cargo ships scheduled for the season, will leave Port Lyttelton on 6 February en route to Hallett Station,
where she should arrive on 11 February to resupply the station. Landing
of cargo at Hallett will be by LCM-6 1 s. (VIYANDOT will have four IJJM-61s
aboard.) After resupplyinc I-i11ett she will depart on 14 February and
make the 1-day trip to McMurdo, where she will stay until 3 March to
evaouate the final summer support personnel from Antarctica. She will
arrive in Port Ijttelton on 11 March, spend 5 days in port, and then
depart for the United States.
16

This schedule is the latest released prior to this issue going to
press and is subject to change. The actual dates of arrival and departure
will be published in the Chronology of each subsequent issue of the
Bulletin.
12
12
24
18
23
24
25
27
3
12
15
22
24
29
1
2
4
6
7
8
11
12
14
16
17
20
23
27
2
5
10
11
12
15
17
20
22
23
24
26
27
28
30
2
3

Jul 63 - SS
,oneer 8ta departs U.S. for N.Z.
Aug 63 - USS " HISSEM departs U.S. for N.Z.
Aug 63 - 58 Pjoieer Reef 1 departs U.S. for N.Z.
Sep 63 - USS HISSEM arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Sep 63 - USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for Ocean Station Position (160 0 E, 600S).
Sep 63 - SS pItoor Reef arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Sep 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND departs U.S. for N.Z.
Sep 63 - USS ATKA departs U.S. for N.Z.
USS HISSEM vicinity Ocean Station.
Oct 63 - USS GLACIER departs U.S. for N.Z.
Oct 63 - HMNZS ROTOITI arrives Ocean Station and relieves USS HISSEM.
Oct 63 - USS HISSEM arrives N.Z. from Ocean Station.
Oct 63 - USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for Ocean Station.
Oct 63 - USS HISSEM arrives Ocean Station and relieves HMNZS ROTOITI.
Oct 63 - USS ATKA arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Nov 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Nov 63 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs Aruba, N.W.I. for N.Z.
Nov 63 - USS GLACIER arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Nov 63 - USS ATKA departs N.Z. for Scott Island.
Nov 63 - USS BURTON ISLAND departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Nov 63 - USS GLACIER departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Nov 63 - HJANZS ROTOITI arrives Ocean Station and relieves USS HISSEM.
Nov 63 - USS ATKA arrives Scott Island and departs for McMurdo.
Nov 63 - USS HISSEM arrives N.Z. from Ocean Station.
Nov 63 - USS GLACIER and USS BURTON ISLAND arrive McMurdo from N.Z.
USS ATKA arrives McMurdo from Scott Island and N.Z.
Nov 63 - USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE departs U.S. for N.Z.
Nov 63 - USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for Ocean Station.
Nov 63 - USS HISSEM arrives Ocean Station and relieves HJZS ROTOITI.
Nov 63 - USNS CHATTAH000HEE arrives N.Z. from N.W.I.
Dec 63 - USNS CHAT1'AHOOCHEE departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Dec 63 - HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Dec 63 - USCGC EASTtriIND departs U.S. for Palmer Peninsula.
USNS CHAAHOOCHEE arrives McMurdo from N. Z.
USS ATKA departs McMurdo for Hallett Station.
Dec 63 - USS ATKA arrives Hallett from McMurdo.
USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Dec 63 - USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL departs U.S. for N.Z.
(188 ATKA departs Hallett Station for N.Z.
Dec 63 - HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Dec 63 - USS ATKA arrives N.Z. from Hallett Station.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs McMurdo for N.Z.
Dec 63 - USS HISSEM departs Ocean Station for N.Z.
Dec 63 - USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
HLZS ENDEAVOUR II departs McMurdo for Oceanographic program.
Dec 63 - USS HISSEM arrives N.Z. from Ocean Station.
Dec 63 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
Dec 63 - USS ATKA departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Dec 63 - USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for Ocean Station.
Dec 63 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
Dec 63 - USS HISSEM arrives Ocean Station from N.Z.
Jan 64 - USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL arrives N.Z. from U.S.
Jan 64 - USS ATKA arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
USNS WYANDOT departs U.S. for N.Z.
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4 Jan 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND departs McMurdo for N.Z.
USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE departs McMurdo for N.Z.
5 Jan 64 - USNS CHATTAH000HEE arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
6 Jan 64 - USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
10 Jan 64 - USCGC EASTvYIND arrives Palmer Peninsula.
12 Jan 64 - USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs McMurdo for N.Z.
13 Jan 64 - USNS PVT J.R. TOWLE departs N.Z. for U.S.
14 Jan 64 - USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
15 Jan 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
20 Jan 64 - USS HISSEM departs Ocean Station for N.Z.
USS BURTON ISLAND departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
USNS CHA.TTAHOOCHEE arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
23 Jan 64 - HMNZS ROTOITI arrives Ocean Station.
24 Jan 64 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
26 Jan 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
USS GLACIER departs McMurdo for N.Z.
USNS PVT J .E. MERRELL departs McMurdo for N. Z.
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II arrives N.Z. from Oceanographic program.
USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for Ocean Station.
31 Jan 64 - USS ATKA departs McMurdo for Ross Sea Oceanography program.
USS HISSEM arrives Ocean Station and relieves HMNZS ROTOITI.
1 Feb 64 - USNS WYANDOT arrives N.Z. from U.S.
USS ATKA arrives Ross Sea for Oceanographic program.
2 Feb 64 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
4 Feb 64 - USS GLACIER and USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL arrive N.Z. from McMurdo,
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
6 Feb 64 - USNS PVT J.E. MERRELL departs N.Z. for U.S.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs McMurdo for N.Z.
USNS WYANDOT departs N.Z. for Hall%tt.
10 Feb 64 - USS GLACIER departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
11 Feb 64 - USS ATKA departs Ross Sea Oceanographic Station for Hallett.
USNS WYANDOT and USS ATKA arrive Hallett,
14 Feb 64 - USS AXA departs Hallett and arrives Ross Sea Oceanographic Station.
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II arrives McMurdo from N. Z.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
USNS WYANDOT departs Hallett for McMurdo.
15 Feb 64 - USNS WYANDOT arrives McMurdo from Hallett,
17 Feb 64 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs N.Z. for McMurdo.
USS GLACIER arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
21 Feb 64 - HMNZS ROTOITI arrives Ocean Station and relieves USS HISSEM.
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II departs McMurdo for N.Z.
23 Feb 64 - USS HISSEM arrives N.Z. from Ocean Station.
24 Feb 64 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE arrives McMurdo from N.Z.
28 Feb 64 - USNS CHATTAH000HEE departs McMurdo for N.Z.
USS HISSEM departs N.Z. for U.S.
1 Mar 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND departs McMurdo for N.Z.
2 Mar 64 - HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
3 Mar 64 - USS GLACIER departs McMurdo for Hallett Station.
USNS WYANDOT departs McMurdo with remainder of summer personnel.
HMNZS ROTOITI departs Ocean Station.
4 Mar 64 - USS GLACIER arrives Hallett from McMurdo and departs for N.Z.
5 Mar 64 - USS ATKA departs Ross Sea Oceanographic station for N.Z.
USCGC EASTWIND departs Palmer Peninsula for U.S.
7 Mar 64 - USNS CHATTAH000HEE arrives N.Z. from McMurdo.
9 Mar 64 - USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE departs N.Z. for U.S.
10 Mar 64 - USS GLACIER arrives N.Z. from Hallett.
11 Mar 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND and USNS WYANDOT arrive N.Z. from McMurdo.
12 Mar 64 - USS ATKA arrives N.Z. from Oceanographic Station.
16 Mar 64 - USS GLACIER and USNS WYANDOT depart N.Z. for U.S.
17 Mar 64 - USS BURTON ISLAND departs N.Z. for U.S.
19 Mar 64 - USS ATKA departs N.Z. for U.S.
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The resupply of the inland Antarctic stations is vitally important
and one of the most difficult of the many logistic support problems that
occur annually. Coupled with this problem are the associated tasks of
delivering high-priority material and personnel required, both for the
inland stations and McMurdo, well in advance of the arrival of the icebreakers and logistic support ships.
To make maximum use of the full suniner season for both logistic
and scientific activities, it is necessary to oaimienoe the annual resupply and construction programs by 15 October about 2 months before
surface lift arrives at McMurdo. To accomplish this requires the airlift of personnel from the United States to New Zealand and of personnel
and cargo from New Zealand to Antarctica followed by the distribution of
personnel and cargo to stations and field sites in Antarctica. This is
accomplished by United States Navy, Air Force, and Army units operating
on the continent during the austral summer.
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Nh-

NAVY
vx-6

Air Development Squadron SIX
Task Group 43.2
Cotander 0, R. Kelly, USN
4
4
1
4

LC-130F
I.C-47H
C-.54Q
LH-34D

1
1
1
6

LO-117D
LC-471
C-l2LT
U-].B

1a

Task Group 43.2, with a unit established at Quonset Point, R. I.,
one at Christchurch, N. Z., and one at McMurdo Station, Antarctica, will
provide logistic air support, aerial photography, ice and other reconnaissance, and search-and-rescue operations in Antarctica, as well as
logistic support in New Zealand and between New Zealand and Antarctica.
Aerial logistic support of the inland stations (Amundsen-Scott South
Pole, Byrd, and Eights) is the primary task of the naval air group.
Support of all other tasks will be undertaken within the capabilities
of the forces assigned, without jeopardy to the primary mission.
Two LC-130F aircraft will depart Christchurch at 2200 hours on 29
September to comprise the first flights to the continent for Operation
DEEP FREEZE 64. They will arrive at Williams Field, Antarctica, about
0500 hours the following day. On 1 October, two more LC-130F's will
arrive from Cape Town, South Africa having made a stopover there to de 'liver representatives to the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR) meeting.
The IL-130F flights between New Zealand and the continent will continue throughout the season as mandatory support and maintenance flights
are required, as emergency evacuation flights occur, and, when necessary,
to fill in for the C-1217 when it is occupied with the trimetrogon map22

ping photography progr&i. (The C-12LT will conduct trimetrogon photography in Northern Victoria Land and the Queen Maud Mountains between 20
October and 13 November and in the Pensacola and Ellsworth Mountains between 15 December and 15 anuary.)
These Navy aircraft will begin the inland station resupply about
11 October with the first flight of bulk diesel fuel to Byrd Station.
Full-scale inland resupply will commence on 15 October. The LC-13OF's
and IA-47's will perform the bulk of the airlift to resupply Hallett
Station and the two seasonal weather stations, Beardmore and Little
Rockford. The resupply of Hallett will be completed prior to 1 November
by the LC-130F' s and prior to 15 November by the LO-47 1 s. Eights Station resupply flights will start about 1 November. All resupply flights
to inland stations will be accomplished by ski-equipped aircraft this
year. There will be no airdropping of supplies as has been done in past
operations.
In addition VX-6 aircraft support sciontific programs. The
10-130F's are used primarily in the establislinent of the scientific field
parties and then the LC-47's provide the logistic support. This is
usually provided on a "demand" basis. The support of the scientific
disciplines for DEEP FREEZE 64 is greatly increased over DEEP FREEZE 63.
This has come about through more extensive use of the three UH-lB' s (Army
helicopters) in remote areas, long-range reconnaissance flights, and
greater support of field parties.
The VX-6 aircraft will fly aerial photographic missions to aid
task force units and scientific disciplines. A trimetrogon mapping program will be accomplished in support of U.S. Geological Survey and U.S.
Naval Oceanographic Office programs. Special aerial photographic missions
will be flown to support task force and United States Antarctic Research
Program ice reconnaissance studies.
Experience in DEEP FREEZE operations has proven that a program of
systematic ice reconnaissance from ships and aircraft can be invaluable
in facilitating more economical, timely, and safe ship operations in
Antarctic waters. During DEEP FREEZE 64, there will be an ice reconnaissance program utilizing land- and ship-based aircraft from which to observe ice conditions. The main portion of land-based aircraft observations will be made by specially-trained, Navy ice observers.
The C-12l.T is scheduled to make 27 Christchurch-MoMurdo turn-around
flights; however, the LC-130F may assume some of these while the C-121J
is carrying out the trimetrogon photography programs. The LC-13OF's
are scheduled for 17 Christohuroh-MoMurdo turn-around flights; 275
flights to Byrd, Amundsen-Soott South Pole, and Eights Stations; 47
flights in support of scientific programs; and 21 flights to Beardmore,
Little Rockford, and Hallett Stations.
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Shipboard helicopters
USCGC EASMThD - 1 CH-19E
USS ATKA
- . 1 CH-19E
USS BURTON ISLAND- 1 CH-19E
USS GLACIER
- 2 CH-19E

1 UH-l3F
1 UH-13F
1 UH-13F

Each of the four icebreakers will have aboard two helicopters for
ice reconnaissance and utility transportation as required. While in the
McMurdo Sound area, they will be utilized to support the overall effort
and for search-arid-rescue operations.

U. S • Continental Amy Command
62nd Transportation Detachment
Fort Eustis, Virginia
Major Paul M. Cagle, USA
3 UH-1B
Air Development Squadron SIX will be assisted by a U.S. Army helicopter detachment to provide logistic support to stations and scientific
trail parties in Antarctica. The three UH-1B 1 s will be flown to McMurdo
by U.S. Air Force C-124's and will arrive on 16 October 1963. They will
be flown to Hallett Station, and on 25 October will commence operations
from Hallett.
This detaclinent will support field parties, beginning with the U.S.
Geological Survey's Victoria Land Survey from 25 Cctober to 15 December
1963. This will consist of performing a 150mi1e topographic control
tie within a 100-mil e radius of Hallett Station in Victoria Land.
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U.S. AIR FORCE
Military Air Transport Service
163.1th Air Transport Wing
McGuire APB, N. J.

C.-135

The Military Air Transport Service will transport personnel and
cargo from the United States to Christchurch, New Zealand again this
year. This will be accomplished, for the most part, by 0-13 5 's the
second season for this aircraft. MATS will fly 28 0-135 round-trip
flights between the United States and New Zealand taking to New Zealand approximately 1,370 passengers and returning to the United States
approximately 1,050 passengers. The first flight will depart the United
States on 4 September and the last on 18 March. The redeployment will
begin on 7 February and end on 21 March..

ON
On
.
11146.4^
^
Military Air Transport Service
1608th Air Transport Wing
Charleston AFB, S. C.
LTCOL Russell C. Clarke, USAF

3 0-124

3 C-130E

Aircrews from the 41st and 76th Air Transport Squadrons are
scheduled to fly 40 C-130E and 2 0-124 turnaround missions from Christchurch, New Zealand to McMurdo Station, Antarctica. The 0-130E's are
being employed for the first time in the Christchuroh-McMurdo turnaround
flights, in lieu of the C-124's which have been used since DEEP FREEZE II.
Utilizing the three C-130E's 9 the 1608th Air Transport Wing will
provide logistic support between Christchurch and McMurdo and will provide soaroh-and-resoue service for the northern half (north of 60 0 South
Latitude) of the route from 15 October until approximately 15 December.
Flights will commence on 15 October at the rate of one per day until
20 flights have been made, and then at the rate of one every other day
until 12 December or until a total of 40 flights have been completed.
The three 0-124's will be used for special cargo flights from the
United States to New Zealand and from New Zealand to Antarctica. They
will ferry four helicopters and any other cargo too 1 argo for the 0-130's.
The first 0-124 will arrive at McMurdo on 16 October 1963. Return lift
to the United States will begin about 1 March.
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS
This schedule of the more significant flights between the United States and New Zealand and New
land and Antarctica is the latest released prior to this issue going to press and Is subject to
ka e. Flights to the inland stations have not yet been released. The actual dates of significant
flights will be published in the Chronology of each subsequent issue of the Bulletin, after they have
occurred. The dates given below are in local time.

14 Jul 63 - 0-1213 departs U.S. for N.Z. on first
turnaround flight.
29 Aug 63 - LC-130F departs U.S. for N.Z. on first
turnaround flight.
4 Sep 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on first
turnaround flight.
16 Sep 63 - C-121J departs U.S. for N.Z. on second turnaround flight.
17 Sep 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on second turnaround flight.
18 Sep 63 - Two LLJ-130F's depart U.S. for N.Z.
19 Sep 63 - Two LC-130F's depart U.S. for Cape
Town, South Africa to deliver personnel to SCAR meeting.
20 Sep 63 - One C-54Q and two LC-47's depart U.S.
for N.Z.
23 Sep 63 - 0-124 departs U.S. for N.Z.
24 Sep 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on third
turnaround flight.
25 Sep 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on fourth
turnaround flight.
30 Sep 63 - Two LC-13OF's arrive McMurdo from N.Z.
on first turnaround flight.
1 Oct 63 - Two LC-130F's arrive McMurdo from
Cape Town, South Africa with Cnander1
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
aboard.
Oct 63 - 0-124 departs U.S. for N.Z.
' Oct 63 - One C-130E departs U.S. for N.Z.
Two LC-130F's depart N.Z. for McMurdo
(to activate Beardmore and Little Rockford Summer Stations).
5 Oct 63 - 0-1213 departs U.S. for N.Z.
7 Oct 63 - C-130E departs U.S. for N.Z.
8 Oct 63 - 0-130E departs U.S. for N.Z.
10 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on fifth
turnaround flight.
0-124 departs U.S. for N.Z.
One C.-54Q, two lC-47 1 s, one LC-117D,
and two LC-13OF's depart N.Z. for
McMurdo.
11 Oct 63 - Bulk delivery of fuel commences to
Byrd Station.
12 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on sixth
turnaround flight.
First C-130B departs N.Z. for McMurdo
on first turnaround flight. (One
0-130E turnaround flight will be
flown every day for next 20 days
and then every other day until a
total of 40 flights have been
accomplished.)
First 0-1213 turnaround departs N.Z.
for McMurdo.
16 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on eighth
turnaround flight.
Two 0-124's depart N.Z. for McMurdo
(with four helicopters aboard).
18 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on ninth
turnaround flight.
C-130E departs U.S. for N.Z.
is
0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on
second turnaround flight.
First flight of DEEP FREEZE 64 to
Hallett Station.

20 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on tenth
turnaround flight.
First cargo and personnel flight of
DEEP FREEZE 64 to Byrd Station.
21 Oct 63 - 0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on third
turnaround flight.
22 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on eleventh
turnaround flight.
24 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on twelfth
turnaround flight.
0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on
fourth turnaround flight.
25 Oct 63 - Army helicopter unit ooianenoes operations out of Hallett Station.
27 Oct 63 - C-121T departs N.Z. for McMurdo on
fifth turnaround flight.
30 Oct 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on thirteenth turnaround flight.
1 Nov 63 - 0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on
sixth turnaround flight.
First cargo and personnel flight of
DEEP FREEZE 64 to Eights and AmundsenScott South Pole Stations.
4 Nov 63 - 0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on seventh
turnaround flight.
6 Nov 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on fourteenth
turnaround flight.
7 Nov 63 - 0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on eighth
turnaround flight.
10 Nov 63 - 0-1213 departs N.Z. for McMurdo on ninth
turnaround flight.
11 Nov 63 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on fifteenth
turnaround flight.
14 Nov 63
C-123J departs N.Z. for U.S. for overhaul.
23 Nov 63 -- 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on sixteenth
turnaround flight.
24 Nov 63 - No airlift scheduled from U.S. to N.Z.
through 19 Dec 63.
11 Dec 63 - 0-1213 departs U.S. for N.Z.
12 Dec 63 - Final 0-130 flight scheduled from N.Z. to
McMurdo and return to N.Z. (If flights
on schedule.)
12 Dec 63 - No airlift scheduled from U.S. to N.Z.
through 8 January 1964.
16 Dec 63 - Twenty two 0-1213 turnaround flights
between N.Z. and McMurdo scheduled
from 16 December 1963 to 28 February 1964.
10 Jan 64 - One USAF (0-124 or C-130E) flight departs
U.S. for N.Z. with LCM-VI boat crews.
11 Jan 64 - No airlift scheduled from U.S. to N.Z.
through 3 February 1964.
4 Feb 64 - 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z. on seventeenth
turnaround flight.
7 Feb 64 - First 0-135 departs N.Z. for U.S. on redeployment phase.
12 Feb 64 - Last flight to Amundsen-Soott South Pole Station.
15 Feb 64 - Last flight to Eights Station.
25 Feb 64 - Last flight to Byrd Station.
29 Feb 64 - Last 0-1213 Christohurch-MoMurdo turnaround
flight.
1 Mar 64 - 0-124 arrives N.Z. to return helicopters to U.S.
2 Mar 64 - Remaining IC-130F's redeploy to N.Z. from
McMurdo.
18 Mar 64 - Last 0-135 departs U.S. for N.Z.
21 Mar 64 - Last 0-135 redeploys to U.S. from N.Z.

I_jJ,I

A primary mission of Task Force 43 during Operation DEEP FREEZE 64
is to supply the U.S. Antarctic stations which support the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. This entails shipment by air and sea of personnel,
equipment, and supplies from the United States to Antarctica.
During the period from 1 July 1963 to 1 March 1964, approximately
22,000 measurement tons of cargo will be shipped by sea from Davisville,
R. I. and Port Hueneme, Calif., to Port Lyttelton, N. Z. and McMurdo Station, Antarctica. Air Force and Navy aircraft will fly approximately
27 short tons of cargo from the United States to New Zealand.
The first shipment from the United States to New Zealand departed
Davisville aboard 38 Pioneer Star, a comercial ship, on 12 July and
consisted of 1,500 measurement tons of cargo. On 24 August, 88 Pioneer
Reef, also a commercial ship, departed Davisville with 1,000 measurement
tons of cargo an route to Port Lyttelton. Three cargo ships, USNS TOVLE,
USNS MERRELL and USNS WYANDOT, will depart the United States on 17 November with 7,000 measurement tons of cargo, on 12 December with 6,500
measurement tons of cargo, and on 3 January with 5,000 measurement tons
of cargo, respectively.
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Beginning on 15 October, aircraft will open the supply channels from
New Zealand to Antarctica. Aircraft cargo shipment plans call for one
USAF C-130E flight daily, from Christchurch to McMurdo, for the first 20
days (conmiencing on 15 October) to be followed by one C-130E flight every
other day until the completion of 40 round-trip flights. Approximately
480 tons of cargo and equipment will be flown to McMurdo by these aircraft. The Navy LC-130F aircraft will transport approximately 55 tons
in 17 turnaround flights. In addition to these flights, two Air Force
0-124 special cargo flights will be scheduled for McMurdo from Christchurch to transport 24 tons of equipment, which includes 4 helicopters.
The Navy C-12LT is scheduled to deliver 270 tons to MoMurdo in 27 turnaround flights; but, the 0-130 aircraft may assume some of them while
the C-123J conducts special missions.
There will be approximately 1,190,000 gallons of JP-4 at McMurdo
to start DEEP FREEZE 64. It is estimated that a maximum of 1,000,000
27
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gallons will be required by the LC-130F's and C-130E's prior to the
arrival of the first tanker, about 10 December. The first cargo ship
will arrive at McMurdo on 22 December. The cargo ships and tankers will
transport approximately 5,500,000 gallons of bulk fuel and 10,900 drums
of fuel to McMurdo and Hallett Stations. This includes JP-4, Arctic
Diesel, AvGas, and MoGas. Of the total cargo delivered to Antarctica
each year, the bulk is taken in by ship. This year they will deliver
approximately 22,000 measurement tons of cargo (in addition to the fuel)
to the continent, and the aircraft will deliver approximately 860 short
tons.
The transfer of personnel from the United States to New Zealand
will be accomplished, for the most part, by MATS 0-135's and, to a lesser
extent, by the other Air Force and Navy aircraft. Approximately 1,687
passengers will deploy from the United States to New Zealand from 1
July 1963 to 1 February 1964, and return to the United States during
the period from 1 January to 1 April 1964. There will be 28 C-135 roundtrip flights, especially for the transfer of personnel and a small amount
of cargo, from 4 September 1963 to 21 March 1964, The Navy C-121J, LQ130F's, C-54Q's and IJJ-47 1 s, and the Air Force 0-124's will assist in
the transfer of personnel in their flights between the United States,
New Zealand and Antarctica.
Flights from Christchurch to McMurdo will begin on 29 September
1963 and terminate on 29 February 1964. The first flights to arrive
at McMurdo will land at approximately 0500 hours on 30 September and
will consist of two LC-130F aircraft, each with 28 persons aboard.
On 1 October, two more LC-13OF aircraft, with Commander, U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica aboard, will land at McMurdo having departed from Cape Town, South Africa after a stopover for a SCAR meeting. The Navy C-54Q, LC-47's and LC-117D are scheduled to arrive at
McMurdo on 10 October and the C-121J on 15 October, The Air Force
C-13OE's will begin arriving on 15 October and the 0-124's the following
day.
Resupply of the inland stations will begin about 11 October, with
delivery of bulk fuel to Byrd Station. Full-scale resupply will not
begin, however, until 4 days later, after the arrival of more support
personnel. The ultimate objective of the airlift of diesel fuel to
Byrd Station is to establish a 2-year reserve supply there. This objective, however, will not be attained this year, as the amount scheduled
to be put in is only a little more than is required for 1 year of normal
operation. The total tonnage to be delivered to Byrd Station this season,
1,762 tons, consists of 1,171 tons of POL products and 591 tons of other
cargo. The 1,171 tons of POL products includes 235,000 gallons of diesel,
50,000 gallons of JP-4, 10,000 gallons of MoGas, and 10,000 gallons of
AvGas. It will require 171 flights, by LC-13OF aircraft, to deliver
this year's provisions.
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Amundsen-Soott South Pole Station now has the desired 2-year's
supply of diesel and it is planned to maintain this level by airlifting,
by IL-130F, in 42 flights, 130,000 gallons of diesel and 6,000 gallons
of 3P-4. The remaining 42 flights scheduled for this station will be
for the transfer of 513 tons of cargo and personnel. Flights to this
station will start about 1 November.
Diesel airlift to Eights Station, as well as AvOas and JP-4, will
not be necessary this year as the station has an ample supply to last
well through another season. There are 20 LC-130F flights scheduled
for Eights to deliver 135 tons of cargo and passengers and these should
start about 1 November.
Supplies to Hallett, Beardmore and Little Rockford will total 250
tons. They will be delivered by LC-130 aircraft in 3 flights to Hallett,
13 to Beardmore, and 5 to Little Rockford. Little Rockford supplies
will include 60 drums of diesel oil, other cargo, and personnel; and
Beardmore, 4,000 gallons of bulk diesel and other supplies. Hallett
will receive only the supplies urgently needed prior to the arrival of
USNS WYANDOT.
In all, Byrd Station will receive 1,762 tons of airlifted cargo in
171 LC-130F flights, Amundsen-Soott South Pole Station will receive 988
tons in 84 LC-13OF flights, and Eights will receive 135 tons in 20 IC13OF flights - for a total delivered to the inland stations of 2,885
tons in 275 flights, requiring 1,964 flight hours. Hallett Station will
receive 30 tons in 3 LC-13OF flights; Little Rockford, 60 tons in 5
flights; and Beardmore, 160 tons in 13 flights for a total of 250 tons
in 21 LC-130F flights. The remaining 47 W-130F flights over the continent will be in support of scientific studies. Once the field parties
are established, the LO-47's and smaller aircraft will continue to provide logistic support. A total of 3,442 tons of supplies will be delivered throughout the continent in 341 LC-13OF flights. In addition,
the LC-130F's will fly 175 tons in 35 flights between the United States
and New Zealand and between New Zealand and McMurdo • The C-130E 's will
fly 480 tons of equipment in 40 flights between Christchurch and McMurdo.
The other transport aircraft, C-54Q and L0_47 s s, have a very minor role
in the resupply of the inland stations and no attempt is made to assign
tonnage to them.
Thus, the overall airlift objective requires the transfer of
about 360 tons of cargo and passengers from New Zealand to McMurdo and
approximately 3 9 442 tons to the inland stations and field parties during
the season. This will require approximately 86 round-trip flights between New Zealand and McMurdo. The ships will bring in approximately
22,000 measurement tons of cargo, 5,500,000 gallons of bulk fuel, and
10,900 drums of fuel to the continent.
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Mobil. Construction Battalion EIGHT (LB-)
Task Group 43.4 - WDR G. L. Hoffman, CEO, USN
Antarctic Support Activities (ASA)
Task Group 43.3
CDR Ft, K. McGregor, USN
CAPT X. B. Elliott, Jr., USN, (Cb&ige of Coninand during season)
A continuing program of construction, maintenance, and improvement
will be undertaken at all U.S. Antarctic stations during DEEP FREEZE 64.
Completion of unfinished DEEP FREEZE 63 projects will have the first
priority in DEEP FREEZE 64.
The U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion E13HT
B-8) will
accomplish major new construction, repair, and rehabilitation projects,
while Antarctic Support Activities (ASA) will accomplish the new minor
construction, repair, and rehabilitation and will continue the regular
maintenance, operation, and repair of public works and public utilities
at all stations.
McMurdo Station
The DEEP FREEZE 63 unfinished major construction to be accomplished
by CB-8 this season includes the installation of partitions and electrical wiring in the two supply warehouses erected last year; erection
of a helicopter storage building which was delivered to the station last
year; completion of the 14,400 gallon-per-day seawater distillation plant,
including the installation of the saltwater intake line, pump house, and
pumps; installatiofl of a freshwater distribution system; continuation of
the installation of septic tanks and sewer s y stems throughout the sta30

__

tion; modifications to the nuclear power plant, including installation
of a chemistry laboratory; and completion of the erection, plumbing, and
wiring of a science quarters building.
The new projects anticipated for DP FREEZE 64 include the erection of an earth soienoe-glaoiology laboratory, a second science quarters building, two supply warehouses, an electronics shop, and a diesel
power plant; installation of a petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL)
storage and distribution system, antennas for the upper-atmosphere physics program, and an airfield lighting system; construction of a compacted snow runway; and beginning the construction of a road from Hut Point
through the pass to Scott Base.
The minor repair and construction projects to be undertaken by
ASA include the installation of diesel and aviation POL bladders at
Williams Field; installation of emergency stand-by generators for
communications and air operations; and the installation of utilities,
ventilation systems, heaters, and furniture in various buildings
throughout the station.
Byrd Station
The major DEEP FREEZE 63 construction deferred to DEEP FREEZE 64
was the installation of new trusses in the tunnels over the magnetic
variations, geomagnetic calibration, hydrogen generator, and radio
noise buildings. This will be accomplished this season. In addition,
)XJB-8 personnel will replace a 50-foot section of arch at the entrance
of L-3 tunnel, extend one building 32 feet, install a CO2 fire extinguishing system in the diesel generator building, erect antennas for a
scientific program, and install a radio noise power cable on the surface
at the station.
The routine maintenance and repair at the station will be performed
by ASA personnel who, in addition, will accomplish minor construction.
Plans for this season include construction of a new sewage collection
pit; installation of an additional JP-4 surface bladder, a stand-by
250-kilowatt generator, and a new Ground Control Approach (GCA) tower
and associated antennas; replacement of two diesel bladders in one tunnel;
removal of drifted snow over and within the station tunnels; and preparation of a ski-way for aircraft.
Amundsen .-Soott South Pole Station
The installation of a new snow melter and exhaust system in the
generator building, which was begun during DEEP FREEZE 63, will be
completed by B-8 this season. Other uncompleted DEEP FREEZE 63 pro.
j eots which will be finished this year include the installation of an
electrical distribution system and an incinerator.
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DEEP FREEZE 64 plans call for rebuilding and rewiring the seismographic tunnel, which will include erecting an arch approximately 1,000
feet in length; installing antennas for scientific programs; erecting
a new cosmic ray building; rebuilding the cache area; enlarging the
POL cache to a new total of 135,000 gallons; installing a CO2 fire extinguishing system for the diesel generator building; and rehabilitating
the recreation building, washroom, laundry, hydrogen generator, and
balloon inflation shelters.
The ASA projects for the summer season include making available
two new 10,000-gallon bladders for JP-4 for DEEP FREEZE 65, cleaning
out the drummed fuel area after the new POL cache tunnel is completed,
and providing sleeping space for a peak summer loading of 100 personnel,

Ei ghts Station
Since this station is new (having been constructed last year) there
is no need for any major construction or repair this season. It is
planned, however, to relocate the station a distance of 300 feet to the
southeast of its present location. This is necessary to recover the
station from under the drifted snow and reposition the units on the
snow surface. This work is scheduled for early ranuary 1964. Since
Eights was constructed as a mobile station, this year's plans of moving
it will test its true mobility and provide data which will be useful
for evaluating this concept. before it is used again.
Hallett Station
The MOB-8 personnel will erect the two walk-in refrigerators which
were purchased last year and complete the electrical distribution and
fire alarm system which was planned for DEEP FREEZE 63. They will also
erect two 100 9 000-gal].on POL tanks on the sites which were prepared last
year.
New projects for this year include construction of a generator
and installation of three 100-kilowatt generators; erection of
a modified T-5 barracks to be used for "in-service' s testing; modification of the warehouse by adding a second floor and two roll-up doors;
and installation of sound-powered phones.

building

Beardmore and Little Rockford Stations
At each of these seasonal weather stations, IJB-8 personnel will
install three new prefabricated units for equipment and quarters similar
to the units installed at Eights Station last season. The existing
Jamesway camps will be dismantled and returned to McMurdo for use elsewhere when needed.
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Science
DEEP FREEZE 64
SPECIAL DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROJECTS
SUPPORTED BY TASK FORCE 43
Each year, in addition to the research performed under the auspices
of the National Science Foundation, certain special projects are supported
by Comnder, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica for Department of
Defense organizations. During DEEP FREE 64, there are five such special projects.
Cloud Seeding
The Navy weather Research Facility, Norfolk, Virginia, will perform
tests to determine operational capabilities of cloud seeding techniques
in Antarctica.
Radiological Environmental Survey
Personnel from Antarctic Support Activities (ASA) will conduct the
Bureau of Yards and Docks' program of determining the natural radioactivity
in the Antarctic environment and any changes as a result of the operation
of the nuclear reactor at MoMurdo Station.
Weather Satellites
The Bureau of Naval Weapons will conduct a program using-automatic
picture-taking equipment with Nimbus and Tyros satellites in an attempt
to improve weather techniques and forecasting in Antarctica.
Permanent Airoraft-L8nding Facilities
The Bureau of Yards and Docks is also sponsoring a program to
develop a 7,000.-foot runway through experimental snow compaction work
for McMurdo Station. Personnel from Mobile Construction Battalion EIGHT
(MCB-8) under the direction of engineers from the Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory will perform the work.
Neuro-Psyohiatric Research
Two officers from the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery will evaluate
the psychiatric screening procedures for wintering-over personnel. The
team will visit each inland station on the first flights and interview
the men at the end of the period of isolation.
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Introduction
The United States scientific investigation in Antarctica is managed
by the United States Antarctic Research Program (uSARP). This organization is fi nanced with government funds administered by the National Science
Foundation. Individuals wishing to carry on research in the Antarctic request support from the Foundation. If the project appears sound and practical, a grant is made to the institution with which the researcher is
affiliated as all grants are made to institutions and not to individuals.
For each project that is approved, a principal investigator is named. He
may or may not himself visit the Antarctic to engage in field work.
Research is carried on in Antarctica at permanent stations, at field
locations, aboard a research ship operating in the Antarctic Ocean,
aboard U.S. Navy and Coast Guard icebreakers, and in aircraft. The United
States maintains four permanent stations (McMurdo, Eights, Byrd, and
Amundsen-Scott) and jointly occupies a fifth witk New Zealand (Hallett).
As of early September, the National Science Foundation had awarded
64 grants amounting to $3,411,075 and had indicated that additional grants
to be awarded later would bring the total Foundation support of Antarctic
research this year to $7,000,000. This includes contracts for the support
and maintenance of installations such as the McMurdo Station biology
laboratory and the research ship, USNS ELTANIN. Involved this year will
be approximately 150 scientists from about 40 institutions who will investigate various aspects of the Antarctic land, sea, ice, air, life forms,
and magnetic field. Disciplines represented include geology, glaciology,
gravimetry, seismology, biology, oceanography, meteorology, cartography,
and upper atmosphere physics.
Among investigations in Antarctica this year is a cooperative United
States-Soviet Union study of cosmic rays. This project will require
construction of huge steel antenna towers, ranging in height from 105 to
190 feet, at three U.S. stations and at an as yet undetermined number of
Russian stations. There is a possibility that other nations with Antarotio bases may also participate. The object of the study is to detect
distinct solar cosmic ray events and to investigate their variations in
energy, time, and location. The research will be part of the U.S. contribution to the International Years of the Quiet Sun (IQSY).
This year there will be two separate studies of Antarctic seals.
An investigator from the New York zoological Society will investigate the
physiology and ecology of the four Antarctic seal species. This will involve SCUBA diving in the frigid, ice-covered water to depths of 200 feet
to photograph the behavior of seals in their natural habitat. A Univer35

sity of Arizona researcher will study particularly the diving behavior
and physiology of the Weddell seal the
1 living closest to the
pole and the best adapted to polar conditions. The Weddell has been
known to dive to a depth of more than 1,000 feet, and its mechanism for
surfacing from such depths without suffering "the bends" will be of interest to human physiologists.
Botanists from Clark University in Massachusetts will isolate and
study the fungal components of lichens (dual plants composed of algal as
well as fungal elements) to learn such things as why lichens are among
the world's hardiest organisms. An ecological study of lichens in the
McMurdo and Hallett areas by an Ohio State University investigator will
enter its third and final year.
Two photogeologioel projects are planned. In one, an investigator
from the University of Massachusetts will study the feasibility of using
color photography in geological reconnaissance of ice-free areas. In the
other, two U.S. Geological Survey researchers will visit outcroppings
in northern Victoria Land to obtain rook samples at sites determined by
stateside interpretation of existing aerial photographs. Northern Victoria Land is one of the least-known areas of Antarctica.
A 1600-mile, over-snow traverse from Byrd Station to the Filohner
Ice Shelf by the University of Wisconsin will seek to determine ice
thickness, physical properties of the snow and ice, nature of exposed
and sub-glacial rook, and probable ice-flow patterns.
Major geological investigations include continued projects by Ohio
State University, the University of Minnesota, and the U.S. Geological
Survey in the Queen Maud Range, the Sentinel Range of the Ellsworth
Mountains, and the Pensacola Mountains, respectively. These long-term
projects are providing a general geological map of Antarctica, knowledge
of the crustal structure underlying the icecap, and recent glacial history.
Investigations aboard USNS ELT&NIN range from submarine geology to
upper atmosphere physics. Projects include a survey of the types, origin,
and distribution of deep-sea isopods (small, segmented crustaceans) by
Duke University which, together with a survey of previously made colleotions, is expected to reveal in excess of 100 new species; an analysis
of phosphorus in plankton and chemical compounds in seawater by the
Smithsonian Institution; and a study of whistler and related atmospheric
noise by Stanford University.
The above-mentioned investigations are just a few of the many programs which will be carried out throughout the continent this austral
suniner by United States investigators. On the following pages is a
complete list of the grants announced by the National Science Foundation
to date, for USARP 1964.

BIOLOGY

Clark University
Dr. V. Almadjian
Cultural study of Antarctic lichen fur

Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Dr. J. Lindaley Gressitt
Entomological Research in Antarctic Regions, with emphasis on natural dispersal

Johns Hopkins University
Dr. William J. L. Sladen
USARP bird-banding program

Duke University Marine Laboratory
Dr. Robert James Menzies
The systematics, distribution, and origin
of Antarctic deep-sea marine isopoda

Ohio State University
Dr. B. D. Rudolph
Ecology and floristic
Antarctic lichens

New York Zoological Society
Dr. Carleton Ray
Physiology, ecology, and parasitology
of Antarctic seals, tribe Lobodontirii

investigations

Old Dominion College
Dr. Jacques S. Zanefeld
The benthic algal vegetation of
Antarctica

Smithsonian Institution
Dr. David L. Correli
Pelagic phosphorus metabolism: phosphoruscontaining compounds in plankton

Stanford University
Dr. Donald B. Wohlschlag
Ecology and physiology of McMurdo Sour
invertebrates

Stanford University
Dr. Donald B. Wob].schlag
Growth and metabolic characteristics
of McMurdo Sound fishes

University of Arizona
Dr. Albert R. Mead
Diving behavior and physiology of the
Weddell Seal

University of Texas
Dr. Orville Wyss
Study of bacteria, fungi, and other
biota in air, soil, snow and melt

University of Vermont
Dr. Carroll W. Dodge
Lichen flora of Antarctic and subantarctic islands

pools at Mirnyy Station
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Dr. William T. Hargis
Certain parasites of Antarctic
vertebrates and invertebrates

GEOLOGY
Australian National University
B. M. Gunn
Differentiation of ferrar dolerites
of the McMurdo Sound area

Florida State University
Dr. H. G. Goodell
Dr. J. K. Osmond
Marine geology aboard USNS ELTANIN

Ohio State University
Dr. William B. Long
Geology of the central Queen Maud
Range

Rutgers University
Dr. F. C. Ugolini
Pedologio processes in Antarctica
U.S. Department of the Interior

U.S. Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Thomas B. Nolan
Geology of the Pensacola Mountains

Geological Survey

Thomas B. Nolan
Photogeology of northwestern Victoria
Land

University of Massachusetts
Dr. H.T.U. Smith
Feasibility Study of photogeologic
mapping of ice-free areas

University of Michigan
D. F. Eschnan
Genesis of macro- and micro-forms in
a polar glaciated landscape

University of Minnesota
Dr. Campbell Craddock
Geology of the Ellsworth Mountains

University of Wisconsin
Dr. Robert F. Black
Patterned ground in Antarctica

University of Wisconsin
Dr. Robert H. Dott, Jr.
Sedimentological and stratigraphic
studies in the Antarctic Peninsula
and Southern Chile
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GEOPHYSICS
Columbia University
Jack Oliver
Conduct of station seismology program 1963

U.S. Department of Commerce
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo
Magnetic field survey, 1963-64

U.S. Department of Commerce
Coast and Geodetio Survey
Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo
Seismological observatories, 1963-64

U.S. Department of Commerce
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo
Station magnetic observatories,
1963-64

University of Wisconsin
Dr. Charles R. Bentley
Dr. John C. Behrendt
Aeromagnetio measurements in Antarctica

University of Wisconsin
Dr. Charles R. Bentley
Oversnow traverse program

GLACIOLOGY
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratories
Dr. James A. Bender
Snow and ice deformation and analysis
of deep ice cores

Ohio State University
Richard L. Cameron
Byrd Station glaciology

MAPPING
University of Wisconsin
Dr. Charles R. Bentley
Preparation of Antarctic maps

U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of Geography
Dr. Meredith F. Burrill
Standard geographic nomenclature
in Antarctica for United States use

METEOROLOGY
U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer
Antarctic meteorological research
program aboard USNS EIJANIN

U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer
International Antarctic Analysis
Center, United States participation

U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F. W. Reiohelderfer
Meteorological research program in
Antarctica, 1963-64

University of Alaska
Keith B. Mather
Quantitative studies of the katabatio
wind and related glaciological
phenomena

1i1
Columbia University
Dr. Maurice Ewing

Florida State University
Dr. H. G. Goodell
Dr. J. K. Osmond
Analysis of DEEP FREEZE 63 Antarctic
bottom sediments

Texas A & U
Dr. Sayed Z. E].-Sayed
Primary productivity in Drake Passage
(Southern Ocean)

Texas A & U
Dr. Dale F. Leipper
Dr. Luis Capurro
Surface and deep current measurements
in the Drake Passage (Southern Ocean)

Systematic ooeanographio survey
in the Drake Passage and in the
South Antillean, Sea (Sootie. Sea)
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OCEANOGRAPHY (Continued)

U.S • Naval ooeanogrepbio Offioe
'ames Q. Tierney
Ship-based ooeanography in the Antarctic
and subantarctic

RELATED SUPPORT
Florida State University
Dr. H. G. Goodell
Geologioal sample storage facility
and oore library

Colorado School of Mines
Hans Meinardus
Support of a Chilean national as a
oandid.ate for an U.S. degree in
exploration geophysios

Library of Congress
David H. Kraus
Abstraoting and indexing service for
current Antarotio literature

Ohio State University
Dr. Richard P. Goldthwait
Support of the Institute of Polar
Studies

U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F. W. Reiohelderfer
Support of USARP field operations

U.S. Weather Bureau
Dr. F. W. Reiohelderfer
Meteorological support of Antarctic
aircraft operations, 1963-64
University of California
Ha11aath A. Sievers
Support of a Chilean national as a
candidate for an U.S. degree in
oceanography

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS
Arctic Institute of North America
Robert C. Faylor
Aurora and airglow observation,
1963-64

Bartol Research Foundation
Dr. Martin A. Pomerantz
Investigations of time variations
primary cosmic radiation at the
geographic South Pole

Bartol Researoh Foundation
Dr. Martin A. Pomerantz
Time variations of primary cosmic
radiation near the south
gecsgnetio pole

National Bureau of Standards
Dr. C. Gordon Little
Antarctic ionospheric sounding

National Bureau of Standards
Dr. R. B. Soott
Radio noise measurements on
floating Antarotio research station

National Bureau of Standards
D. K. Bailey
Forward Scatter observations in the
Antarctic during MY, Phase I:
instrumentation and activation

National Bureau of Standards
Dr. C. Gordon Little
The high latitude ionosphere at
magnetioauy conjugate points

Stanford University
Dr. Robert A. Helliwel].
Radioscience aboard
USNS ELTANIN

Stanford University
Dr. Robert A. Helliwe].].
VLF phenomena in the Antarctic,
1963-64

University of Colorado
Dr. U. H. Rees
Diurnal motion of auroral hydrogen
emission at Byrd Station

University of Maryland
Dr. S. F. Singer
Cosmic ray monitoring at Hallett
Station

University of Washington
Dr. Donald K. Reynolds
Antenna feasibility study
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